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1. In Ref. 1 it has been shown that the congruent · 
transference introduced by Weyl 2 in 1921 defines a non
Abelian gauge field. In Ref. 3, a spinor representation of 
the Weyl gauge group has been constructed and the cor
responding spinor current, the source of that gauge field, 
has been found. Existence of a spinor source of the Weyl 
non-Abelian gauge field is an important feature of this field 
that justifies the problem of qbservable manifestations of 
that kind of interactions on macroscopic scales. One possi
ble manifestation will be dealt with in this note. 

As it is known (see, e.g., 4), the most general law of 
parallel transport of vectors along a given curve xi= xi(T) 
is defined by a system of ordinary differential equations of 
the form 

dSi - ri isk 
dT - - jku ' 

where ui = dxi / dT. Since the length of a vector is con
served in the course of parallel transference, the coefficients 
of linear connection r}k should obey the system of algebraic 
equations 

8jgik - r}iglk - r}kgil = o. 
It is assumed that the metric tensor gij is given, and the 
scalar product is defined in the form g( S, S) = gijSi Si. The 
general solution to that system of equations can be ·written 
in the form 

f}k = {}k} + G}k, (1) 

where G}k = gi1Gjkl and Gjkl is a tensor field of third rank 
that is skew-symmetric in the last two indices Gjkl + Gjlk = 
0. This is just the Weyl non-Abelian gauge field whose prop
erties have been examined in the above papers. Symbols 
{}k} in formula (1) denote components of the Levi-Civita 
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connection of the metric gij 

. 1 ·1 
{jd = 2l (Bjgkl + akgj1 - awjk)-

Connection (1) defines the congruent transference intro
duced by Weyl according to which a vector field under the 
congruent transference changes by the law 

dBi . . k . . k 
dT = -{jdu1 S - Gjku1 S . (2) 

The-law (2) includes the displacement belonging to the Rie
mann geometry and the rotation given by the metric gij and 
bivector Gjktui. The Weyl gauge theory is realization of the 
abstract ·theory of gauge fields in the framework of classi
cal differential geometry which makes no difference between 
space-time and gauge space. The Weyl non-Abelian gauge 
theory produces a number of consequences; one of them is 
discussed in this note. 

2. Consider a rotating body, for instance, a gyroscope, 
accelerated by forces applied to its center of masses. Forces 
of that type do not produce the torque, therefore, they do 
not change the vector Si of the proper angular momen
tum of the body if one eliminates the rotation in the plane 
spanned over the vectors of velocity ui and acceleration ai 

. 8ui d2xi . dxi dxk 
ai = . DT = dT2 + {jd dT dT · 

A rotation like that preserves the orthogonality of the vec
tor Si and 4-velocity ui. Geometrically, this means that the 
proper angular momentum of the body is transferred ac
cording to the Fermi-Walker transference rule 5,6,7 

8Si . . . . 
- + (u2a1 - u1a2)S· = 0 DT J ' 
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where 
8Si - d§i-, {i· } i3k 
DT - dT + Jk u . 

It can be verified that the length of a vector and the angle 
between vectors are conserved in the Fermi-Walker trans
ference. Since the-Weyl connection given by (1) and (2) is 
characterized by the same properties, it is natural to con-, 
sider the motion of a gyroscope when its rotation in the 
plane of 4-velocity and 4-acceleration is determined by the 
Weyl field, n~]Ilely, by the term GLu1 Si, of the Weyl con
nection. This signifies that the trajectory of motion of a 
gyroscope is a solutjon to a system of ordinary differential 
equations of the form · 

u·a· - u·a· + G1··u1 - 0 ! J J ! !J - • (3) 

As uiui = 1, from eq. (3) we obtain by contraction with ui, 

that any solution to eq. (3) is also a solution to equations 

ai + G~kuiuk = 0. (4) 

It is easy to see that relations ( 4) are equations of 
geodesics in the connection (1 ). We note that the Fermi
Walker transference along curves that are solutions to equa
tions (3) coincides with the Weyl congruent transference 
(3). 

If a rotating body that is not subjected to the action of 
rotational moments undergoes acceleration, the direction 
of its rotation with respect to the inertial system changes 
in accordance with the Fermi-Walker transport rule. This 
phenomenon is called· the Thomas precession. As it fol
lows from (3), the Thomas precession can be produced by 
the gauge field Gijt/. At a qualitative level, one can try to 
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discover the precession by tracing the behaviour of a gyro
scope on a cosmic station becal'.is'il gravity forces in this case 
are zero and do not influence the gyroscope precession. To 
make quantitative estimates, we should know solutions to 
equations of the gauge field Gijk, which we will obtain and 
which are of independent interest. Once Gijk are known, 
we can find solutions to equations (3). 

In conclusion, we express our gratitude to R.A.Asanov 
and E.A.Kuraev for useful discussions. The work is par
tially supported by the Russian Foundation for Fundamen
tal Research, grant No 97-01~00745. 
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Hea6eneno Kam16ponoqHoe none Befurn u rrpeueccm1 ToMaca 

YcrnHannunaeTca CB513h Me~y rrepeHocoM cf>epMu-YonKepa u Hea6eneBbIM 
Kanu6poBoqHhIM rroneM Beiim1. O6c~aeTca TeopeTuqecKaa B03MO)KHOCTh o6Hapy
)KeHua Kanu6ponoqHoro rrona Beifna, o6ycnonneHHM aBneHHeM TOMacoBCKOH 
rrpeueccuu rnpocKorra. 

Pa6orn BhmonHeHa B Jla6opaTOpuu TeopeTuqecKOH cptt3HKH HM. H.H.Eoromo-
6ona O:IDUf. • 
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The Weyl Non-Abelian Gauge Field and the Thomas Precession 

The connection between the Fermi-Walker transport and the Weyl non-Abelian 
gauge field is established. A theoretical possibility of detecting the Wey) gauge field 
caused by the Thomas precession of a gyroscope is discussed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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